A new algorithm for automatic change detection is presented. It detects a pixel-change and DSM-change from two orthoimages and two DSMs, then it extracts the polygons in elevation-changed areas. Pixel-change is detected by using least squares fitting technique. This method can extract the visible changed areas between two orthoimages, while DSM-change is detected by difference DSM. From these two changes, polygons in elevation-changed areas are extracted using the longest matched line selection techniques. This method can automatically detect not only visible changed areas such as vegetated areas, new road construction areas and so on, but also elevation-changed areas such as new building construction, land improvement areas and so on with footprint polygon extraction. We have tested our method using the two sets of ALOS-PRISM triplet images observed over a testfield in Tsukuba, Japan. We confirmed that this method has an effect finding changed areas. Also we compared the number of extracted polygons between manual operation and our automatic method.
INTRODUCTION
Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI) is the national mapping organization in Japan. Fundamental Geospatial Data (FGD) was prepared all over Japan in 2012 and now it is in the updating phase. FGD consists of 13 items such as geodetic control point, coastline, road edge, building footprint, etc. with 1:2500 scaled accuracy for city area and 1:25000 scaled accuracy for the other area.
In 1:2500 areas, FGD is updated using city plan maps, etc. which are provided by local governments. While in 1:25000 areas, there are less material data for updating. For updating FDG in 1:25000 areas effectively, it is quite important to find changed parts in widespread area at once. To solve this problem we develop the automatic change detection method using pixelchanges and DSM-changes. This time, we used the two sets of ALOS-PRISM triplet images to confirm how our method performs well. We also give discussion on the features of our method. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of our method. Our method requires two orthoimages and two DSMs. Then it automatically provides "change detected image", which is the integrated image with pixel-change image and DSM-change image. In addition, polygons in elevation-changed area extracted from DSM-change image. Our method contains four parts (1:pixelchange extraction, 2:DSM-change extraction, 3:image integration, 4:polygon extraction in elevation changed area). Each part is described following. 
OUTLINE

Pixel-change extraction
In this method, Pixel-changed areas are extracted by using least square fitting technique (A.Sasagawa et al., 2008) . This technique generates pixel-change index with every pixel in common area between two orthoimages. Pixel-change image shown in Figure 2 is generated from pixel-change index. Green part of the pixel-change image has large pixel change index. The size of extracted feature depends on the window size. If we use larger window it can detect large feature changes, while if we use smaller window it can detect not only small feature changes but also some small noises as shown in Figure 3 .
In this case, we want to catch the changes for updating 1:25000 areas so that we don't need to extract small changes here. Due to this, we decided 25 pixels square as the window size after some trial tests. Figure 4 shows an example of 1st orthoimage, 2nd orthoimage and the DSM-change image. In this case, difference elevation over +15m (red part) or less -15m (blue part, but not exists in figure 4.) with over 20 square meters is extracted to catch only in big changes. Each DSM is computed from each pair of nadirforward and nadir-backward overlapped image. Two DSMs were given at the same grid points. Therefore DSM-change could be realized by a calculation of the vertical difference between them. Figure 5 show examples of the change detected image, which is combined with a pixel-change image and a DSM-change image. Here, we assign G channel to pixel-change, R channel to DSM-change. Thus, change detected image helps us catching where changes are at a glance.
DSM-change extraction
Image integration
Polygon extraction in elevation changed area
For further work saving, we developed the method for polygon extraction in elevation changed area. This can help us estimating how many contour lines or building footprints we should update.
First, each edge image of elevation changed area in the DSMchange image are extracted. Then this method searches 1 st longest matched line with an edge image. In this section, this method makes a line from all points on the bounding rectangle of an edge image to other points on the bounding rectangle. Then it counts the pixel number that the line is on the edge as shown in right part of Figure 7 . In this case, there are not so many common pixels on the line. However the left part of Figure 7 shows that this is the case that there are most numerous common pixels on the line. Thus, the longest matched line is selected after the line search with combination of all two points on bounding rectangles. Until the two terminated nodes on the longest lines get same coordinate, this operation repeats. This method can extract line polygons with simple edge images. However this method can't extract line polygons perfectly with edge images with complex shape. We are now improving the algorithm to extract line polygons precisely. 
TEST TRIAL AND RESULT
We have used two sets of ALOS-PRISM triplet images to confirm our method. Table 1 shows the specification of used images and software we used. In addition, we used SAT-PP for generating orthoimages and DSMs. Figure 9 and Figure 10 (as shown in the next page) show the result of our method. From two DSMs and two orthoimages, change detected image with polygons in elevation changed areas is generated. In change detected images, each RGB channel stands for DSM changed over the +15m part (R), visible changed part (G) and DSM changed under the -15m part (B). This means that yellow part is the both DSM changed over the +15m and visible changed part.
As shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 we can easily catch where the changed areas are if we see just a change detected image with a visible changes and DSM changes. We have verificated our method comparing the number of extracted polygons by our method with manual operation in 20 square km around Tsukuba area. Table 2 shows the number of correct (both our method and manual operation extracted), incorrect (our method extracted while manual operation didn't) and mis-extracted (our method didn't extract while manual operation did).
Our method extracted 19 polygons. However 4 polygons are incorrect. The reason of these all 4 incorrects are due to DSM error. In forests area or paddy field area, there are the cases that there are actually no changes between 2 images, while DSM has an error.
Our method also couldn't extract 3 polygons. These are since each DSM for several buildings are combined with one DSM. Due to this, our method can't extract each separated buildings as shown in Figure 11 . In this case there are 2 new buildings, however there is only one extracted polygon. This is correct in change detection, while incorrect in polygon extraction.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a method for automatic change detection using pixel changes and DSM changes using ALOS PRISM triplet images. Also we developed an automatic polygon extraction for elevation (DSM) changed part. From the result, we can easily catch where it changes. Our method is not perfect yet so far since there are several mis-extracted and incorrect extractions due to DSM errors. However we can catch the rough change estimation for 1:25000 map data with a glance to change detected images.
We will further improve our method to generate more precise polygons for automatic digitization with new buildings. Also we plan to apply this method to not only ALOS PRISM images but also aerial photos. International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XL-7/W2, 2013
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